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Silc-touch is a reusable silicon rubber boot sensor, all made from 
biocompatible materials. The adult-sensor has two components:  
a connector/cable/FPC (which carries the optos) and a rubber 
boot. The slim design helps to avoid contact with neighbouring 
fingers and requires only one design in the hospital daily routine.  
Both components can be purchased separately because only one 
component needs replacement if malfunctioning occurs. This 
makes this adult finger sensor the only silicone boot sensor in the 
market which can be repaired and autoclaved (boot only).

Clip-touch is a clip type sensor also designed to be cost effective. 
The design of the Silicon finger pads are openly suspended in the 
clip shells. This makes it very comfortable even if applied for quite 
a long time on a patient’s finger. The shells itself are made from 
Polyamid which is much more durable than PS or ABS. To avoid 
popping out of the spring and loosing spring tension the clip has 
been designed with a stainless steel axle fixing the clip shells and 
the multi-wired spring.

Disposable Sensors  
Features: white hypoallergic smooth tape, ideal for neonates and 
sensitive skin available for most common oximeters. 24 pc per 
box, hygienically packed.

Reusable Sensors from NUOVA

Nuova SpO2 Spare Parts and Componens 
Assembly Type Connectors for most Pulseoximeter/Monitors available 

(see just a few examples below)

Pediatric, Adult Finger Clips and Silicon Rubber 
Boots and Y-pieces (Silc-Touch)

TPU, Silicon and San-
topren Cable Jacket

Ceramic and Plastic 
Optos

silc touch
pediatric sensor  

Designed for optimal comfort 
and accuracy 

For use with children or small 
adults

Reusable  
Omnisite (Y) sensor 

To be used as a replacement 
for disposable sensors where 
applicable

clip touch
pediatric sensor  

Designed for optimal comfort 
and accuracy

For use with children or small 
adults

Reusable  
Ear sensor 

Purely designed for  
ear application

Easy to use for best comfort

Qualities in different Colors 
and Dimensions

Covering most common  
Wavelengths

Disposable Sensors from NUOVA
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Overmoulded Connectors for various Pulseoximeters/Monitors 
In different Cable Jacket Qualities and Colors

(see just a few examples below)


